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Abstract—Video Coding for Machines (VCM) aims to compress visual signals for machine analysis. However, existing methods only
consider a few machines, neglecting the majority. Moreover, the machine perceptual characteristics are not effectively leveraged,
leading to suboptimal compression efficiency. In this paper, we introduce Satisfied Machine Ratio (SMR) to address these issues. SMR
statistically measures the quality of compressed images and videos for machines by aggregating satisfaction scores from them. Each
score is calculated based on the difference in machine perceptions between original and compressed images. Targeting image
classification and object detection tasks, we build two representative machine libraries for SMR annotation and construct a large-scale
SMR dataset to facilitate SMR studies. We then propose an SMR prediction model based on the correlation between deep features
differences and SMR. Furthermore, we introduce an auxiliary task to increase the prediction accuracy by predicting the SMR difference
between two images in different quality levels. Extensive experiments demonstrate that using the SMR models significantly improves
compression performance for VCM, and the SMR models generalize well to unseen machines, traditional and neural codecs, and
datasets. In summary, SMR enables perceptual coding for machines and advances VCM from specificity to generality. Code is
available at https://github.com/ywwynm/SMR.

Index Terms—Video Coding for Machines, Perceptual Coding, Just Noticeable Difference, Satisfied User Ratio
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1 INTRODUCTION

INTELLIGENT machines are exploding in recent years.
Many machines are designed to analyze and compre-

hend visual data like images and videos. Over the past
decade, by leveraging AI techniques such as convolutional
neural network [1], deep learning [2], [3], residual [4] and
dense [5] block, knowledge distillation [6], network archi-
tecture searching [7], [8], attention mechanism [9], [10], self-
supervised learning [11], [12], etc., the capability and effi-
ciency of machine vision systems (MVS) have been rapidly
and greatly improved. Nowadays, machines have surpassed
humans in several visual analysis tasks [13], [14] and have
been widely adopted in various applications.

Like humans seeking high-quality images to satisfy their
insatiable visual appetite, machines pursue high-quality
visual data for accurate analysis. Such requirement can
usually be satisfied during the training phase, where ma-
chines learn high-level semantic information from high-
quality image datasets, such as ImageNet [15] and Microsoft
COCO [16]. However, in the real world, images can be
blurred, noisy, in bad luminance, contrast, or low resolution,
etc., which increases the difficulty for machines to extract
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features with precise semantics and utilize them to perform
analysis [17], [18]. Compression artifact might be the most
common type of distortion, because images and videos
often need to be compressed before spread and used to
reduce transmission and storage costs. Several studies [19],
[20], [21] have revealed that compression can significantly
decrease the analysis accuracy of different models and tasks,
compromising the reliability of machines, especially at low
bit-rates. Therefore, a great challenge is posed for image and
video coding to maintain the effectiveness and robustness of
machines in various application scenarios where compres-
sion quality levels are varied to meet realistic demands.

In the past decades, image and video coding standards
such as JPEG [22], AVC [23], HEVC [24], VVC [25], AV1
[26], and AVS3 [27] have significantly increased compression
efficiency. The emerging neural codecs [28], [29] also provide
novel and encouraging solutions. However, they are all op-
timized for human vision systems (HVS) to enhance visual
fidelity and quality at similar bit-rates. Recently, several
MVS-oriented compression methods have been explored
to fill this gap. Some works propose to modify current
codecs, such as refining parameter selection [30], [31], rate-
distortion optimization [32], [33], [34], and bit allocation
[35], [36], [37] modules. Another trend is to learn end-to-end
compression networks with machine analysis task-specific
constraints [38], [39], [40], [41]. In line with these explo-
rations, the standardization progress has also started by the
MPEG organization, namely Video Coding for Machines
(VCM) [42], [43], which aims at establishing a promising
platform for advancing MVS-oriented coding techniques
and further facilitating the deployment of machine vision
applications in various domains.
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However, existing MVS-oriented compression methods
suffer from two notable drawbacks. First, they are usually
designed and evaluated with only one or a few specific
machines considered, thus lacking generalizability. For ex-
ample, the common test conditions (CTC) during VCM
standardization [44] only involve a single machine to assess
the compression quality for the analysis task, introducing
inherent bias to the evaluation process and making the
results more subjective (accurate and appropriate for that
specific machine) than objective (generalized enough for the
majority of machines). The potential negative impact from
such bias enlarges in the real world when the information
of machines used for downstream analysis is unavailable
during compression, or when the machines get updated
or replaced frequently due to the expeditious evolution
of machines as well as the diversity and uncertainty of
application requirements. Second, the MVS behaviors are
not well exploited and leveraged, especially the machine
perceptual characteristics on distinguishing between good
and bad compression quality, thus limiting the compression
performance. The sub-optimal compression efficiency leads
to additional costs in transferring, storing, and processing
the input visual data for machines, which becomes increas-
ingly problematic in the age of AI due to the gigantic data
volume and ubiquitous applications.

Revisiting traditional HVS-oriented compression meth-
ods, perceptual coding is a valuable reference that addresses
the aforementioned drawbacks. More specifically, HVS has
some intrinsic flaws that can only perceive image content or
quality level changes that are larger than a certain threshold
[45]. Such characteristics bring in perceptual redundancy
in the context of image and video coding, which can be
removed during compression. To capitalize on this attribute,
the concept of Just Noticeable Difference or Just Notice-
able Distortion (JND) is proposed [46] and modeled [47],
[48], [49], [50], [51]. JND locates the maximum quality
degradation that HVS cannot perceive, thus establishing
a theoretically optimal operation point for compression.
As visual acuity varies among human individuals, JND is
further extended to Satisfied User Ratio (SUR) [52], [53], [54],
[55]. SUR is calculated from the cumulative distribution of
JND locations obtained from a large population of human
subjects, preventing inaccurate or insufficient perceptual
characteristics capturing from subject bias. Therefore, SUR
can measure image quality in a more generalizable man-
ner. Furthermore, compared with a single JND point, SUR
forms a continuous and deterministic model that provides
multiple operation points for compression, making it more
versatile and applicable.

JND and SUR successfully model the HVS behaviors, en-
abling the HVS-oriented perceptual coding. More recently,
a few works demonstrate the existence of JND for machines
[21], [56] and reveal its potential for MVS-oriented percep-
tual coding. However, unifying the compression generaliz-
ability and performance simultaneously for VCM in a prac-
tical manner remains an issue of paramount significance.
In this work, we make the initial attempt to study SUR
for machines to tackle this unprecedented challenge. Our
contributions are presented as follows.

• We demonstrate the necessity of involving multiple ma-
chines in the VCM progress through two preliminary

experiments. The first one reveals that different ma-
chines have distinct perceptions of images in the same
compression quality level. The second one indicates
that optimizing encoder for one machine may decrease
the performance of another.

• We propose a novel concept, Satisfied Machine Ratio
(SMR), to model the general MVS characteristics for
VCM. SMR is defined as the ratio of machines that
exhibit higher satisfaction scores to a certain quality of
a compressed image or video frame than a reasonable
threshold. Each satisfaction score is calculated based on
the differences in machine perceptions of original and
compressed images, which reflects the machine’s JND
profile. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
explore SUR for machines.

• We make practices for SMR on two fundamental ma-
chine visual analysis tasks, image classification and
object detection. We build two machine libraries to
make statistics on MVS behaviors, comprising up to 72
and 98 representative machine subjects for each task,
respectively. Using these machine subjects for SMR
annotation, a large-scale SMR dataset containing over
27 million images in 37 compression quality levels
and more than 593 million ground truth labels is con-
structed. This dataset facilitates further SMR studies.

• We analyze the SMR dataset to reveal MVS character-
istics individually at the image level and aggregately
at the dataset level. We discover a nonlinear negative
correlation between deep features differences and SMR.
Based on this finding, we propose a full-reference SMR
prediction model to predict the SMR of any image or
video frame. This model serves as a solid baseline for
the SMR prediction and SMR-guided coding optimiza-
tion task. Furthermore, we introduce an auxiliary task
of predicting the SMR difference between a pair of
images in different compression quality levels, which
leverages all labeled data and helps increasing the SMR
prediction accuracy.

• We conduct extensive experiments to verify the pro-
posed SMR models’ effectiveness in predicting SMR
and improving the compression performance for VCM.
Using the predicted SMR as the optimization target of
codecs, we achieve a basic BD-rate saving of 28.6%.
More importantly, the results remain consistent across
different machines, traditional and neural codecs, and
unseen datasets, demonstrating the strong generaliz-
ability of our SMR models. The evaluations also estab-
lish a reliable benchmark for future works on this topic.

In conclusion, SMR enables perceptual coding for ma-
chines and advances VCM from specificity to generality.
Furthermore, the idea and method of considering the ma-
jority of machines instead of one or a few specific machines
can benefit other machine vision and image processing
areas, including image and video quality assessment and
enhancement, adversarial attack, privacy-protected visual
analysis, and more.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents several related works, including VCM as well
as HVS- and MVS-oriented perceptual coding. Section 3
reveals the diversity of machines and its potential negative
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impact on existing codecs. In section 4, the concept of SMR
is proposed and defined in detail. Subsequently, focusing
on image classification and object detection tasks, we con-
struct two machine libraries to obtain the ground truth
SMR, and build a large-scale SMR dataset in section 5. In
section 6, a deep learning-based SMR model is proposed for
SMR prediction. Section 7 shows the experimental results
of evaluating the SMR model’s performance, particularly
in increasing the coding efficiency for machines and its
generalizability. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Video Coding for Machines
VCM aims at compressing visual signals efficiently while
keeping their utility for machine analysis. Several works are
proposed to improve the coding performance for MVS in
multiple ways [57]. The first it to optimize conventional
image and video codecs for MVS. Liu et al. [30] trained a
support vector machine (SVM) to predict whether the image
quality is good enough for correct machine analysis by the
differences of SIFT features before and after compression.
The prediction is then used for choosing adequate coding
configurations for MVS. Shi et al. [58] and Li et al. [31]
adopted deep reinforcement learning technique to select
quantization parameters for coding tree units (CTU) in
HEVC, where the reward function is related to both bit-
rate and machine analysis accuracy. Li et al. [59] and Zhang
et al. [33] introduced task-specific quality metric in the rate-
distortion optimization (RDO) procedure of HEVC to obtain
better analysis results under the same compression rate. In
[36], a bit allocation strategy is designed to assign more
bits to regions with higher activations from shallow task
network layers. Similarly, Huang et al. [37] proposed a multi-
scare feature distortion metric for RDO with salient areas
detected by a pre-trained region proposal network.

The second way is to train an end-to-end neural codec
for MVS. In [38], two types of deep semantic image coding
frameworks were proposed, distinguished by analysis being
performed on encoder or decoder side. The codec combined
bit-rate, signal-level, and task-level errors to form the train-
ing loss function. Torfason et al. [39] trained a network for
both compression and analysis, where the compact repre-
sentation generated by the codec is directly used for analysis
without reconstructing image textures. Codevilla et al. [60]
and Chamain et al. [61] attached various task networks
to produce different losses for optimizing the codec and
improving its generalizability. To further increase the coding
efficiency, state-of-the-art AI techniques like vision trans-
formers [40] and contrastive learning [62] are introduced.
More recently, scalable layered coding becomes a trending
compression framework for both humans and machines.
Akbari et al. [63] proposed to include a semantic segmen-
tation map as the base layer, which is compressed losslessly
for analysis tasks. Their framework also contains a primary
enhancement layer where textures are generated by a de-
coder network, and the residual between the original image
and generated one is also compressed as the secondary
enhancement layer. The segmentation map was replaced by
an edge map in [64], [65], [66], [67] or deep features in [68],
[69]. Yan et al. [70] performed layered coding to features,

where features from different layers of the network have
distinct semantic granularities for multiple analysis tasks
and texture reconstruction as well [71]. Similarly, Liu et al.
[72] designed a transformation network based on a lifting
scheme to convert images into multi-level scalable represen-
tations and compress them in an end-to-end manner. Tu et al.
[73] utilized the correlation between neighboring network
layers and the different importance between object and
background areas to improve compression performance.
Choi et al. [74] purposefully split the latent representations
into two parts during training, where the first part stores
semantics for analysis as the base layer and the second stores
textures information for reconstruction as the enhancement
layer. The generated scalable bit-stream can be arranged
structurally, where different parts of the bit-stream stores
information from different layers [75], [76], [77], [78] to
support on-demand transmission and storage.

Many efforts are also made from standardization per-
spective. As early as in the late 1990s, MPEG has explored
the content description of images and videos for intelli-
gent identification, categorization, and user-browsing, from
which the international MPEG-7 visual standard was born
[79]. In 2015, the Compact Descriptor for Visual Search
(CDVS) standard [80] was declared, which defines the bit-
stream of descriptors (i.e. hand-crafted visual features) and
the descriptor extraction process for image matching and
retrieval task. Its successor, the Compact Descriptor for
Video Analysis (CDVA) [81], was finalized in 2019, which
introduces deep features and enables machine analysis on
videos. These former standards promote the standardization
of Digital Retina [82] in China, which consists of three bit-
streams (videos, features, and models) to support appli-
cations at scale. Meanwhile, internationally, MPEG began
to develop the Video Coding for Machines standard [43],
pursuing high-efficiency visual signal compression, better
machine analysis performance, computational offloading,
and privacy preserving at the same time.

Although there is significant progress in VCM, existing
methods have the two drawbacks mentioned in section 1.
In this paper, we will address these issues to improve VCM
for satisfying the compression needs of different machines
efficiently.

2.2 Perceptual Coding for Humans

HVS cannot perceive tiny distortions caused by image and
video coding. JND models take advantage of this behavior
to determine an optimal operation point for compression
that balances bit-rate and perceptual quality. To study JND,
researchers have created several image and video databases
such as MCL-JCI [83], MCL-JCV [84], and VideoSet [52].
Utilizing these datasets, JND can be modeled in different
granularities like pixel, sub-band, and picture or video wise
[45], [85]. Picture or video wise JND is more reasonable
because HVS perceives image/video entirely instead of
pixel or sub-band individually, and is also more applicable
because it can be achieved more easily by adjusting coding
parameters. Huang et al. [86] predicted JND with a support
vector regressor (SVR) using hand-crafted spatio-temporal
features. Liu et al. [49] developed a deep learning-based
JND estimation framework, converting the task into a binary
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classification problem to predict whether two images are
perceptually identical, then JND can be searched. Tian et
al. [87] trained a CNN to predict the JND of a distorted
image without the original image as reference, and also
used an SVR to predict the number of JND levels. In [50],
the structural visibility was firstly predicted at the image-
patch level, and then the image-level JND can be estimated
by collecting results from all patches. Since humans are
different, JND is extended to SUR to represent the HVS
characteristics of many human subjects. Wang et al. [88] pre-
dicted SUR with quality degradation and temporal masking
features, which can also be used to locate JND points [89].
Fan et al. [53] designed a Siamese CNN with shared weights
to predict SUR based on transfer learning. The network
architecture is optimized in [90] by fusing features from
different layers to decrease the SUR estimation error. Zhang
et al. [54] combined saliency distribution, masking effect,
quality degradation, and bit-rate change features to train
an SVR for predicting SUR. In [55], a two-stream CNN
was developed to predict video-wise SUR using spatio-
temporal features, which are fused at the quality score and
feature levels. Due to the differences in principle and target
between HVS and MVS, existing perceptual coding methods
for humans cannot be directly applied for machines, which
will be studied extensively in this work.

2.3 Perceptual Coding for Machines
It is still at an early age for perceptual coding for ma-
chines. There are a few works exploring the JND profile
of MVS. Zhang et al. [21] proposed the concept of Just
Recognizable Distortion (JRD), which presents the maxi-
mum compression distortion that will not cause machine
recognition failure. They built a large JRD dataset where JRD
is measured by the quantization parameter used for coding,
and developed an ensemble learning-based JRD prediction
framework for multiple analysis tasks, which can increase
the task performance under the same bit-rate. Jin et al. [56]
demonstrated the existence of JND for image classification
task, and proposed a generative model to predict pixel-
level JND map and create a JND image. According to their
experiments, machines can tolerate the JND image with an
average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of only 9.56dB,
which defines a boundary for lossy compression to realize
lossless machine analysis. However, these works did not
consider the diversity of machines thoroughly and had some
other problems. In [21], the JRD of four machines for two
analysis tasks are studied individually. In [56], only four
old-fashioned machines for the single image classification
task are considered together, and the JND model cannot
be directly used in VCM codecs. In this work, we will
further improve the generalizability for perceptual coding
for machines in a practical manner.

3 DIVERSITY OF MACHINES

We first study the diversity of machines in the context
of image and video coding through two experiments.
We meticulously collect 12 different machines for these
experiments, which are VGG-19 [2], ResNet-50, ResNet-
101 [4], ResNeXt-101 [91], DenseNet-161 [5], MobileNet-
v3-Large [92], EfficientNet-B0, EfficientNet-B4 [93], Vision

Transformer-B/16 [9], ConvNeXt-Base [94], Swin-T, and
Swin-B [10]. Despite the differences in macro architectures
(e.g. CNNs vs. transformers), these machines also differ in
internal modules (VGG vs. DenseNet), size (MobileNet vs.
the others), depth (ResNet-50 vs. ResNet-101), overall scale
(EfficientNet-B0 vs. EfficientNet-B4), and ”modernization”
[94] (ResNet-50 vs. ConvNeXt-Base). Therefore, a compre-
hensive examination can be conducted to explore the poten-
tial similarities and dissimilarities among these machines.

In the first experiment, we demonstrate that different
machines have distinct MVS characteristics by comparing
their perceptions under the same compression quality
level. To generate the necessary input data for machines,
we encode images from the val2017 dataset of MS COCO
[16] with HM-16.24, the reference software of HEVC. Each
image is compressed as an intra video frame, where various
quality levels are produced by altering the quantization pa-
rameter (QP) during the compression process. Specifically,
20 QPs are selected, which are 32, 33, . . . , and 51, where a
larger QP leads to worse reconstruction quality. It should
be mentioned that we employ relatively large QPs in this
experiment because typically smaller QPs only result in tiny
distortions that are negligible for MVS [19], [21].

We randomly crop 10,000 objects from COCO images
with ground truth bounding boxes to recognize their cat-
egories using selected machines. The initial weights of all
machines are from PyTorch [95], which are trained on the
ImageNet, and we fine-tune them on the original COCO
train2017 dataset using object images to adapt to COCO
semantics. Since machines are created to analyze and un-
derstand image content, their perceptions are equivalent
to analysis results. Therefore, we record the top-1 pre-
dictions (i.e. the category of the largest probability) from
mth machine Mm on ith object image Ii across 21 quality
levels, i.e. compressed by 20 QPs plus the uncompressed
one, namely I32i , I33i , . . . , I51i , and I0i . The predictions are
denoted as Mm(I32i ),Mm(I33i ), . . . ,Mm(I51i ), and Mm(I0i ).
Subsequently, we compute a machine perception consis-
tency label for the prediction of Mm to Ii in compression
quality level QP k using the following formulation:

L(Mm; I
QPk
i ) =

{
1, if Mm(I

QPk
i ) = Mm(I0i )

0, otherwise
. (1)

When the label is 1, the machine’s perception or the com-
pressed image is identical to that of uncompressed, suggest-
ing that the machine is not affected significantly. Otherwise,
the compression has a substantial impact on the machine.
For machine Mm, we can generate a machine perception
consistency sequence of such labels to object image Ii across
all compression quality levels, which is denoted as

Seq(Mm; Ii) = [L(Mm; I32i ), L(Mm; I33i ), . . . , L(Mm; I51i )].
(2)

Finally, we calculate the diversity score for a pair of ma-
chines Mm,Mn to object image Ii by

Sdiv = HD(Seq(Mm; Ii), Seq(Mn; Ii)), (3)

where HD(·) returns the Hamming distance of two se-
quences. Therefore, a high diversity score between two
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machines means that their perceptions are significantly dif-
ferent on the same compression levels of an image.

TABLE 1
The diversity scores of pairs of machines measured by the average

Hamming distance of machine perception consistency sequences on
10,000 original and compressed images. Numbers on the first

row/column are indices of the selected 12 machines.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 0
2 3.98 0
3 4.08 3.62 0
4 4.16 3.69 3.59 0
5 4.21 3.74 3.77 3.66 0
6 3.93 3.87 3.85 3.93 3.95 0
7 3.97 3.89 3.85 3.89 3.92 3.33 0
8 4.30 4.21 4.14 4.22 4.29 3.91 3.86 0
9 4.28 3.99 3.83 3.80 3.95 3.81 3.87 4.21 0

10 3.91 3.58 3.48 3.47 3.54 3.53 3.54 3.84 3.41 0
11 3.95 3.71 3.62 3.59 3.71 3.56 3.57 4.02 3.31 3.10 0
12 4.01 3.70 3.58 3.55 3.73 3.53 3.59 4.00 3.18 2.97 2.65 0

The diversity scores of the collected machines in pairs
are presented in TABLE 1, where the results are averaged
from 10,000 object images for three times. For each time,
the objects are re-selected. The numbers shown on the
first row/column correspond to the indices of different
machines, which are maintained in the same order as their
appearance in the first paragraph of this section. Consider-
ing all machine pairs, the average overall diversity score
is 3.76, meaning that machines’ analysis results differ in
18.8% of all 20 compression quality levels. Examining spe-
cific machine pairs, there are no unexpected or significant
outliers. The machine pairs with the three highest diversity
scores are VGG-19 and EfficientNet-B4, DenseNet-161 and
EfficientNet-B4, and VGG-19 and Vision Transformer-B/16,
respectively. And the machine pairs with the three lowest
diversity scores are Swin-T and Swin-B, ConvNeXt-Base
and Swin-B, and ConvNeXt-Base and Swin-T, respectively.
In general, the diversity of machines is consistently non-
negligible, especially when machines with the same archi-
tecture but differing in only depth or overall scale can still
yield high diversity scores, such as ResNet-50 and ResNet-
101 or EfficientNet-B0 and EfficientNet-B4.

How does such diversity influence VCM? We prove
that a VCM codec optimized for one machine may be
ineffective or even lead to worse performance for another.
In this experiment, we treat the codec as a black box,
randomly modify the coding configuration, and investigate
whether these modifications bring consistent changes to
machine perceptions across different machines. More specif-
ically, for object image Ii, we first randomly select a QP in
[32, 51], namely QPbase, and obtain the machine perception
consistency label Lbase

m = L(Mm; I
QP base
i ) for machine Mm.

Next, we simulate modifying the codec by randomly adding
or subtracting a value in the range of [1, 5] from QPbase,
resulting in a modified QP as QPmod, and record the new
label Lmod

m after the modification. Note that the modified QP
will be adjusted to [32, 51] if it exceeds the QP boundary,
and it is ensured that QPmod ̸= QPbase. Finally, we compare
the changes of labels of a pair of machines (Mm,Mn), which
are ∆LMm = Lmod

m − Lbase
m and ∆LMn = Lmod

n − Lbase
n . We

describe the modification as non-ideal if:
• ∆LMm

̸= ∆LMn
and ∆LMm

= −1 ∨ ∆LMn
= −1,

because the perception of one machine deteriorates to
be inconsistent with the original image while another
gets improved or at least remains the same. Hence, the
optimization to VCM codec for one machine leads to
worse performance for another.

• ∆LMm ̸= ∆LMn and ∆LMm ̸= −1 ∧ ∆LMn ̸= −1
and Lbase

m = Lmod
m = 0 ∨ Lbase

n = Lmod
n = 0, because

the perception of one machine gets improved to be
consistent with the original image while another still
remains inconsistent. Hence, the optimization to VCM
codec for one machine is ineffective for another.

To make the investigation more reliable, we also ran-
domly select 10,000 object images for machine analysis and
repeat the experiment three times. The same 12 machines
collected for the first experiment are still used in this one.
The pair of machines for comparison is also generated
randomly for each object image. According to the result,
averagely, 13.46% of all codec modifications are non-ideal.
Therefore, the diversity of machines should not be ignored
in the VCM progress.

4 SATISFIED MACHINE RATIO

To properly consider the diversity of machines for VCM and
enable MVS-oriented perceptual coding, we propose the
concept of SMR. The definition of SMR of an image or video
frame is given as follows. Let I0 be the original image that is
compressed into several distorted variants Iq1 , Iq2 , . . . , Iqn ,
where qi denotes a certain quality level that deteriorates as i
increases. Each machine Mj in the infinite set M containing
all machines has a satisfaction score to Iqi , which is denoted
by S(Mj ; Iqi) and will be described in detail soon. Then, the
SMR of Iqi is calculated as

SMR(Iqi) =
|{Mj | S(Mj ; Iqi) ≥ TS}|

|M|
, (4)

where TS is a threshold value for satisfaction score, and | · |
counts the number of elements in the set. As such, SMR
statistically represents the proportion of machines satisfied
with a certain level of image compression quality. During
the SMR calculation, TS controls the strictness of how ma-
chine perception consistency is judged, which is customiz-
able. A large TS indicates that the machine is satisfied with
the compression quality only when its perception is very
similar between the original and compressed image, which
usually means a high analysis accuracy. And a smaller TS

allows for a more noticeable variation between machine
perception of the original and compressed image.

The computation of satisfaction scores varies for dif-
ferent machine analysis tasks because they have distinct
objectives and measurements. In this work, we study SMR
for two fundamental tasks, image classification and object
detection. For the image classification task, we determine
the satisfaction score function in a similar form as Eq. (1) in
section 3, but extend it for more flexibility:

S(Mj ; Iqi) =

{
1, if Top-1(Mj(Iqi)) ⊆ Top-K(Mj(I0))

0, otherwise
,

(5)
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where Mj(Iqi) is the output probabilities for each category
from Mj given Iqi as input, and Top-1(·) and Top-K(·)
return the set of catgory indices with top-1 and top-K
probability value(s), respectively. When calculating the final
SMR for the image classification task using Eq. (4), TS can
be set to any negative number. Therefore, SMR for this task
represents the proportion of machines with similar category
predictions on original and compressed images.

The satisfaction score function for object detection is
more complicated. There are several factors for evaluating
the performance of a detector, such as the intersection
over union (IOU) between the detected bounding box and
ground truth, the class confidence of an object, and the
number of detections that are allowed for the evaluation.
The mean average precision (mAP) is the de facto metric
for this task that considers these factors. By introducing the
mAP metric, we determine the satisfaction score function
for object detection as

S(Mj ; Iqi) = mAPTIOU(Mj(Iqi),FTconf(Mj(I0))), (6)

where TIOU is the threshold value of IOU when calculating
mAP, and FTconf(·) is a filter function that returns a set of
detections that have higher class confidences than Tconf,
which is applied to remove inaccurate detections on orig-
inal images. As a result, SMR for the object detection task
represents the proportion of machines with higher mAPs
than a reasonable threshold.

The ground truth class labels annotated by humans are
excluded in the SMR calculation process for three reasons.
First, humans may make mistakes during the annotation,
resulting in problematic SMR modeling. Second, the dif-
ference in analysis results on original images and their
distorted variants inherently reveals the MVS characteristics
in terms of compression. Third, without the need for anno-
tations, we can study the SMR profiles with an unlimited
number of images and videos in an unsupervised manner.
Such annotation method has been proven to be reasonable
in [21], [56], [96].

The satisfaction score functions in Eq. (5) (6) can be used
to find the JND points for machine Mj to image I0. For the
image classification task, JND points locate at QPs where

S(Mj ; Iqi) = 0. (7)

For the object detection task, JND points locate at QPs where

S(Mj ; Iqi) < TS . (8)

On these QPs, machine perceptions deviate noticeably from
the original image and become unreliable or even unusable.
Hence, the satisfaction score directly reflects a machine’s
JND characteristics. SMR further mitigates the biases from
a few specific machines and measures the compression
quality accurately with the general MVS characteristics
captured. Images with larger SMRs are more friendly to
machine vision applications because it is more likely to get
correct analysis results on such images for any machine.
The significance of SMR further increases when the machine
used for analysis is unknown before compression, or in a
long term that the machine can be upgraded or replaced,

which are common in the real world. More importantly,
SMR can guide the compression to remove perceptual re-
dundancy for MVS and maintain the same machine percep-
tions on original and compressed images for most machines,
achieving an optimal balance among compression efficiency,
generalizability, and machine analysis performance. There-
fore, SMR is a more reasonable optimization target for VCM
and fuels the perceptual coding for MVS.

5 SMR DATASET

In this section, we build the first SMR dataset to facilitate
SMR studies. There are three steps: image preparation,
machine library construction, and SMR annotation.

5.1 Image preparation

A large number of high-quality images with different se-
mantic information are required to build a good SMR
dataset. As the images are used to calculate satisfac-
tion scores according to the difference in machine analy-
sis results, it is reasonable to utilize existing commonly-
used machine vision task datasets that have been prop-
erly constructed. In this work, we choose MS COCO
2017 as the source dataset. Similar to section 3, all
COCO images are compressed as intra video frames us-
ing HM-16.24. We select 36 QPs at this time, which are
11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22, . . . , and 51. It should be mentioned
that HEVC is not only a video coding standard, but can
also be applied for image compression with the intra mode.
Moreover, HEVC is more advanced and efficient than most
still image compression standards like JPEG, thus we can
find more generalized and applicable SMR profiles for both
images and videos.

5.2 Machine library construction

As described in section 3, the diversity of machines exists
universally, even when they have relatively small differ-
ences in structure or scale. As a result, to obtain a more
accurate SMR, we should include as many different ma-
chines as possible for the satisfaction score calculation and
aggregation. However, it is impractical to consider every
machine in the infinite set M. Therefore, we need to sample
a proportion of all machines to form a subset M such that

SMRM(Iqi) ≃ SMRM(Iqi), M ⊂ M. (9)

There are several factors to consider for building a rep-
resentative and useful M, including machine’s capability,
architecture, size, complexity, and the number of machines.
The machine’s capability is the most important attribute that
directly determines the analysis task accuracy. However,
we should not just include machines with state-of-the-art
performance in the library because many other less capable
machines have their own advantages and application sce-
narios. For instance, some machines have simpler structures
and are easier to implement and accelerate with hardware.
Some machines have much fewer parameters, which are
more appropriate in stringent memory and computation
complexity environments. Some other machines can run fast
in low latency, satisfying real-time processing requirements.
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TABLE 2
SMR machine library for image classification. References to these machines are omitted for better presentation, which can be found at [97].

Version Category Name

v1

Classical CNN

AlexNet
VGG-11, VGG-13, VGG-16, VGG-19, VGG-11-bn, VGG-13-bn, VGG-16-bn, VGG-19-bn
GoogLeNet; Inception-v3
ResNet-18, ResNet-34, ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNet-152
ResNeXt-50-32x4d, ResNeXt-101-32x8d; Wide-ResNet-50, Wide-ResNet-101
DenseNet-121, DenseNet-161, DenseNet-169, DenseNet-201

Lightweight Network
ShuffleNet-v2-x0.5, ShuffleNet-v2-x1.0
MobileNet-v2, MobileNet-v3-Small, MobileNet-v3-Large

Network Architecture Search
MNASNet-0.5, MNASNet-1.0
EfficientNet-B0, EfficientNet-B1, EfficientNet-B3, EfficientNet-B5, EfficientNet-B7
RegNet-x-400MF, RegNet-x-800MF, RegNet-x-1.6GF, RegNet-x-3.2GF, RegNet-x-8GF, RegNet-x-16GF, RegNet-x-32GF;
RegNet-y-400MF, RegNet-y-800MF, RegNet-y-1.6GF, RegNet-y-3.2GF, RegNet-y-8GF, RegNet-y-16GF, RegNet-y-32GF

Transformer ViT-b-16, ViT-b-32, ViT-l-16, ViT-l-32
Modern CNN ConvNeXt-Tiny, ConvNeXt-Small, ConvNeXt-Base, ConvNeXt-Large

v2

Classical CNN ResNeXt-101-64x4d
Lightweight Network ShuffleNet-v2-x1.5, ShuffleNet-v2-x2.0

Network Architecture Search
MNASNet-0.75, MNASNet-1.3;
EfficientNet-B2, EfficientNet-B4, EfficientNet-B6; EfficientNet-v2-S, EfficientNet-v2-M, EfficientNet-v2-L

Transformer Swin-T, Swin-S, Swin-B

TABLE 3
SMR machine library for object detection. References to these machines are omitted for better presentation, which can be found at [98].

Method Backbones/Variants

Faster R-CNN

ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNeXt-101-32x4d, ResNeXt-101-32x8d, ResNeXt-101-64x4d
ResNet-50-DCN, ResNet-101-DCN, ResNeXt-101-32x4d-DCN
Res2Net-101; ResNeSt-50, ResNeSt-101
RegNet-x-400MF/800MF/1.6GF/3.2GF/4GF

RetinaNet

ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNeXt-101-32x4d, ResNeXt-101-64x4d
ResNet-50-NAS-FPN
PVTv2-B0/B1/B2/B3/B4/B5
RegNet-x-800MF/1.6GF/3.2GF

Cascade R-CNN
ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNeXt-101-32x4d, ResNeXt-101-64x4d
ResNet-50-DCN, ResNet-101-DCN
Res2Net-101; ResNeSt-50, ResNeSt-101

SSD SSD VGG-16-512; SSD-Lite MobileNet-v2
FCOS ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNeXt-101-64x4d
FoveaBox ResNet-50, ResNet-101
RepPoints ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNeXt-101-32x4d-DCN
Grid R-CNN ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNeXt-101-32x4d, ResNeXt-101-64x4d
FSAF ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNeXt-101-64x4d
Generalized Focal Loss ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNet-101-DCNv2, ResNeXt-101-32x4d, ResNeXt-101-32x4d-DCNv2
PAA ResNet-50, ResNet-101
DETR DETR ResNet-50; Deformable DETR ResNet-50; Deformable DETR ResNet-50 (refined)
YOLOX YOLOX-tiny/s/l/x
YOLOv5 YOLOv5-n/s/m/l-640, YOLOv5-n/s/m/l-1280
PP-YOLOE+ PP-YOLOE+-s/m/l/x
YOLOv7 YOLOv7-tiny/l/x-640, YOLOv7-w/e-1280
YOLOv8 YOLOv8-n/s/m/l/x

Others

Dynamic R-CNN ResNet-50
DetectoRS Cascade R-CNN ResNet-50
CornerNet HourglassNet-104
CentripetalNet HourglassNet-104
AutoAssign ResNet-50
DyHead ATSS ResNet-50
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Moreover, many machines have already been widely used
due to historical reasons and are costly to replace. Last but
not least, the number of machines should be sufficient to
remove the bias from just a few machines. In summary,
as proved in section 3, the diversity of machines needs to
be carefully considered during the machine library con-
struction to capture the general MVS characteristics more
thoroughly and accurately.

In this work, we conscientiously review the growth
and current state of the machine vision community and
select several representative machines to construct machine
libraries. For the image classification task, we build two
versions. The information of selected machines is presented
in TABLE 2, where the leftmost column shows the library
version. Note that v2 is built upon v1 so that it contains all
machines from v1. The middle column shows the category
of these machines, and the rightmost column shows their
names. In total, the machine libraries v1 and v2 consist of 58
and 72 machines, respectively. Their top-1 prediction accura-
cies on ImageNet range from 60% to 88%, sizes range from
1.4 to 300 millions of parameters, and complexities range
from 0.1 to 360 GFLOPs. Both cutting-edge transformers
and aged CNNs, complicated and lightweight machines,
and hand-crafted and automatically-searched machines are
included. We also consider machines in the same archi-
tecture but have different depths or scales. All machines’
initial weights are from PyTorch [95], [97], and we fine-tune
them on the original COCO train2017 dataset using cropped
object images to adapt to COCO semantics.

For the object detection task, we build a machine library
with 98 machines to embrace the rapid development in
this area. The information of selected machines is presented
in TABLE 3, where the first column shows the machines’
names and the second column presents the neural network
backbones that they use to extract features or their variants
in different sizes. These machines’ mAPs on COCO val2017
dataset range from 21.3 to 55.1, sizes range from 1.8 to
200 millions of parameters, and inference speed ranges
from less than one frame-per-second (fps) to 1000 fps. Both
CNN-based and transformer-based, one-stage and two-
stage, performance-targeted and speed-targeted machines
are included in this library. Moreover, we take the cases
where the detector keeps the same but uses different back-
bone networks into account. All machines’ weights are from
MMDetection [98], [99], which are trained on the original
COCO train2017 dataset.

Despite the fullness of diversity, the number of machine
subjects in the constructed libraries are notably larger com-
pared to most HVS-oriented JND and SUR datasets such
as VideoSet [52] (around 30 human subjects per video) or
[100] (42 subjects per image). We believe that it is sufficient
to study and model SMR with this library from a practical
perspective. Additionally, including fewer machines will
bring some negative impacts, which will be described later
in section 5.4.

5.3 SMR annotation

Due to the lack of bounding box annotations on the COCO
test dataset, we randomly select 10000 original images from
the COCO train2017 dataset to form our SMR test dataset

and keep the validation set the same. After compression,
each original COCO image or object image will have 36
distorted variants. We use Eq. (4) to (6) to generate ground
truth SMR labels for all of them, including the originals.
For the image classification task, SMR labels are annotated
for object images that have more pixels than 32 × 32. We
set K = 1, 3, 5 in Eq. (5) and use two versions of machine
libraries for the annotation separately, resulting in six types
of SMR, namely SMR-top1-v1/v2, SMR-top3-v1/v2, and
SMR-top5-v1/v2, respectively. For the object detection task,
SMR labels are annotated for all images. We set TIOU to
[0.5 : 0.95 : 0.05] (which means values range from 0.5 to
0.95 with a step of 0.05) and Tconf to 0.3 in Eq. (6), and set TS

to [0.5 : 0.95 : 0.05] in Eq. (4). Hence, there are 10×10 = 100
types of SMR for object detection. Eventually, for the image
classification task, the constructed SMR dataset contains
617479×(36+1) = 22846723 images and more than 137 mil-
lion SMR labels. There are 20052335, 936396, and 1857992
images for train, validation, and test dataset, respectively.
For the object detection task, the constructed SMR dataset
contains 123287 × (36 + 1) = 4561619 images and more
than 456 million SMR labels. There are 4006619, 185000,
and 370000 images for train, validation, and test dataset,
respectively. The scale of our SMR dataset is marvelous. We
believe that it can establish a solid foundation for not only
this work but also SMR studies in the future.

5.4 Dataset study

We plot several QP-SMR curves of randomly selected im-
ages in Fig. 1 to give a first impression of how SMR curves
look. It can be obviously observed that different images
have different QP-SMR curves, thus the image’s SMR is a
content-related attribute. The distributions of SMR of the
SMR dataset, i.e. average SMR values under different QPs,
are also presented in Fig. 2. Both the QP-SMR curve of a
specific image and the QP-SMR distributions of the SMR
dataset can again prove the diversity of machines because
if all machines have identical MVS characteristics, SMR
should either always be 0 (no machine is satisfied with
the compression quality) or 1 (every machine is satisfied
with the compression quality), which is opposite against the
truth.

Generally, SMR tends to decrease as QP increases, but the
amplitude changes between QPs. When QP is small, SMR is
decreased just slightly in most cases. While at large QPs,
SMR often drops noticeably and becomes unusable under
heavy compression. Interestingly, there can be significant
SMR variations even between neighboring QPs for a certain
image, indicating that QP and SMR do not have a monotonic
correlation. In other words, a larger QP may lead to a higher
SMR, or a worse compression quality may lead to more sim-
ilar machine perceptions with original images. This finding
is very important for three reasons. First, many machines
behave unstably in a similar way when facing compres-
sion distortions. It is expected that a specific machine may
have its own flaw that cannot distinguish good and bad
compression quality precisely. But when many machines are
considered all together, this uncertainty is anticipated to be
erased, which is unfortunately not true. Second, it reveals
that the JND characteristics of MVS are inconsistent in
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Fig. 1. QP-SMR curves of several randomly selected images. The corresponding object image and its compressed versions are displayed under
the curve, where the leftmost one is the original object image, and the rest are compressed variants with QP = 32, 40, 45, 48, and 51, respectively.
Top 4 sub-figures are for the image classification task, and the bottom 4 figures are for the object detection task.

the context of image and video coding. Take the image
classification task as an example. As described in section 4,
the first machine JND point should locate at the minimum
QP denoted by qmin that S(Mj ; Iqmin) = 0. However, it cannot
be assured that ∀qx > qmin, S(Mj ; Iqx) ≡ 0. For the object
detection task, the situation is similar. Third, it demonstrates
that it is possible to obtain a higher SMR under heavier
compression, which is ideal for VCM because both lower
bit-rate and better analysis performance for many machines
can be achieved at the same time.

Moreover, the characteristics and distributions of differ-
ent types of SMR are distinctive. For the image classification

task, at the same QP, SMR-top5 ≥ SMR-top3 ≥ SMR-top1.
For the object detection task, SMR is jointly controlled by
TIOU and TS , but typically TS has a greater weight. It is
hard or even impossible to estimate an unknown type of
SMR with a known type of SMR. Moreover, the trend of
SMR variation also differs for different types of SMR. For
example, SMR-top5(Iqi) > SMR-top5(Iqj ) doesn’t always
lead to SMR-top1(Iqi) > SMR-top1(Iqj ).

Regarding v1 and v2 machine libraries for the image
classification task, their SMR values are closed. Numerically,
in the SMR dataset, without counting original images, the
mean absolute errors (MAE) of SMR-top1/3/5 between v1
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(b) Object detection
Fig. 2. QP-SMR distributions of the SMR dataset for different machine
analysis tasks.

TABLE 4
Differences of SMRs that are obtained from different number (Nm) of

machine subjects and from v1/v2 machine library, which are measured
by MAE. ∗ indicates that the machines are manually selected,

otherwise, they are randomly selected from the v2 machine library.

Nm 10 12∗ 20 30 40 50 60 70
58 (v1) 0.051 0.047 0.034 0.028 0.022 0.016 0.013 0.012
72 (v2) 0.051 0.044 0.033 0.025 0.019 0.013 0.009 0.004

and v2 libraries are 0.011, 0.007, and 0.005, and the standard
deviations are 0.024, 0.016, and 0.014, respectively. We
further compare the SMR from different number of machine
subjects. In this comparison, machines are randomly picked
from the v2 library, and SMRs-top1 values are re-calculated
denoted by SMRNm , where Nm is the number of machines.
We also investigate a special case where machines are the
12 ones used in section 3, which were proven to be full
of diversity. MAEs of SMRNm values are computed among
10,000 groups of compressed images that are also randomly
selected, each in all 36 quality levels. For each Nm, the com-
parison will be performed three times to obtain averaged
MAE results, which are presented in TABLE 4. According
to the results, as Nm increases, MAE(SMRNm , SMR58/72)
decreases, although there are still small differences at last. It
is expected that as the number of machines in M increases,
SMRM(Iqi) converges to SMRM(Iqi). On the other hand, a
smaller Nm inevitably leads to less accurate general MVS
characteristics capturing due to the diversity of machines,
which again demonstrates that we cannot just consider one
or only very few of them in VCM.

6 SMR MODELING

SMR can serve as an assessment metric for VCM to eval-
uate the machine perception consistency for the majority
of machines under different compression quality levels.
Then the evaluation result can be used for improving the

VCM encoder to remove perceptual redundancy for MVS by
finding the most appropriate coding parameters, or being
the target during rate-distortion optimization process, etc.,
achieving higher SMR values under the similar bit-rate.
However, in the real world, it is too time- and resource-
consuming to collect satisfaction scores from every machine
in the machine library and aggregate them into a final
accurate SMR. Therefore, it is essential to predict the SMR
of an image or video frame with a simpler model.

Ideally, we would like to have an omnipotent model that
can directly predict the entire SMR curve for an original
image across all possible compression quality levels, en-
abling the VCM encoder to determine the optimal operation
point easily. However, it seems impossible to build such a
model due to the lack of prior knowledge about how quality
changes with compression rate, particularly when there can
be significant SMR variations between similar quality levels.
Therefore, we propose the task of SMR prediction or SMR
modeling for VCM in the following formulation: with image
or video frame Iqi in compression quality level qi being the
distorted variant of the original image or video frame I0, the
goal is to design a model Gθ such that

Gθ(I) = SMR(Iqi), (10)

where θ is a set of learnable parameters of the model, and I
is a set of input images that either I = {Iqi , I0} or I = {Iqi},
resulting in two kinds of SMR modeling tasks, which are
full-reference and no-reference SMR modeling, where the
reference is the original image I0.

In this work, we make an initial attempt to study the full-
reference SMR modeling task. Since SMR is a continuous
decimal value in the range of [0, 1], SMR modeling can
be regarded as a regression task. According to section 5.4,
the SMR profile is content-related, so we propose a data-
driven method based on deep learning to predict SMR
independently for any image or video frame. Specifically,
we design a neural network consisting of two parts: an
encoder E(·) and a regressor R(·). The encoder E(·) encodes
the input image x ∈ R3×H×W into a latent representation
h ∈ Rd, where H and W are height and width of the image
and d is the number of dimensions of h. The regressor R(·)
receives the generated representations from both original
and compressed images as inputs, and finally outputs an
estimated SMR of the compressed image.

Here, the key is to learn a distinguishable and robust
representation that can be used to predict the similarity of
machine perceptions under different compression quality
levels. Since machines perceive, understand, and analyze
images by extracting high-level semantic features, it is rea-
sonable to assume that deep features can inherently be good
representations for this task and have a strong correlation
with SMR values. To verify the assumption, we first extract
deep features from image I0 and all of its compressed ver-
sions using every machine in the v1 machine library, which
are denoted as f0

Mj
or fqi

Mj
. Then, for each compression

quality level, a features difference value is calculated by

D(fqi
Mj

) = cos(fqi
Mj

, f0
Mj

), (11)

which will be averaged across all machines. After that,
the correlation between mean features difference and SMR
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Fig. 3. The non-linear negative correlations between mean features difference and SMR for several images in the SMR dataset.

can be investigated. Several samples are shown in Fig. 3,
where the curves are fitted cubically as a reference. It can
be observed that there is a consistent non-linear negative
correlation between these two variables. Therefore, the ex-
tracted deep features are appropriate representations for
SMR modeling.

Encoder

Encoder

I0

I

Shared weights +

h0

h+

FC 1 FC 2

SMR(     )

qi

hqi

Regressor

Iqi

Fig. 4. The proposed full-reference SMR prediction model.

Based on the investigation, we propose a simple but
effective model G as a baseline for the SMR prediction
task, which is illustrated in Fig. 4. The encoder E(·) is a
Siamese neural network trained for machine analysis tasks
like image classification but with fully-connected (FC) layers
removed. It extracts features from I0 and Iqi to produce
the corresponding image representations h0 and hqi . Then,
we concat h0 and hqi to form an embedding h+ ∈ R2d

that implicitly contains the features difference information.
Finally, h+ is sent to the regressor R(·) to predict SMR(Iqi),
which is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) that can learn the
non-linear correlation between features difference and SMR.
The training objective is to minimize the L1 distance:

min |R(E(I0)⊕ E(Iqi)), SMR(Iqi)|. (12)

One major drawback of the baseline SMR prediction
model G is that it does not take full advantage of all labeled
data. More specifically, it only leverages the information
from the SMR difference between the original image and
its compression version. However, we can actually further
utilize the SMR difference between the two compression
variants to generate better image representations for cap-
turing the SMR characteristics. Hence, we design another
model Qϕ such that

Qϕ(Iqi , Iqj ) = |SMR(Iqi)− SMR(Iqj )|, (13)

where ϕ is a set of learnable parameters. The structure as
well as the training objective of Qϕ remain the same as the

baseline model, as this auxiliary task is also a regression
task accomplished by extracting good embeddings. After
the training is finished, this SMR difference-based model Q
can predict the SMR of Iqi by:

ˆSMR(Iqi) = 1.0−Q(I0, Iqi). (14)

7 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to prove
the effectiveness and generalizability of proposed SMR
models. We will use cls and det as abbreviations for the
image classification and object detection task, respectively.

7.1 Implementation details
We use an EfficientNet-B4 pre-trained on ImageNet as
E(·) to encode the original and compressed image into
representations with d = 1792 for both baseline model
G and SMR difference-based model Q. The input and
output dimensions of FC layers in R(·) are (1792 ×
2, 4096), (4096, 4096), and (4096, 1), respectively, with a
ReLU module placed between neighboring FC layers. The
baseline SMR models are trained on three NVIDIA RTX4090
GPUs, and the SMR difference-based models are trained on
seven NVIDIA RTX3090 GPUs to speed up convergence. We
use automatic mixed precision technique to accelerate train-
ing. The input image resolutions are aligned with machines
for different analysis tasks, and the batch sizes also change
along with the resolutions to fill GPU memory. Specifically,
for cls, input object images are resized to 224× 224, and the
batch size is set to NGPU × 92, where NGPU is the number
of GPUs. For det, input images are resized to 512 × 512,
and the batch size is set to NGPU × 18. We train the SMR
models using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of
10−4. To avoid any potential effects on an image’s SMR, no
data augmentation is used. For the baseline models, we train
them on the SMR training dataset for 10 iterations. For the
SMR difference-based models, since the two compression
quality levels qi and qj are randomly picked for each data
sample during the training process, we train them for 1000
iterations to leverage more training labels.

7.2 Evaluation methods and metrics
The SMR prediction error rate is straight given by the L1 loss
during training and testing, but we also want to evaluate the
coding performance improvement using the SMR model.
In the real world, applications would expect compressed
images and videos to have higher SMRs than a customizable
threshold TSMR. To achieve the target, the simplest way
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is to select a constant QP for the compression according
to a known QP-and-average-SMR distribution. However,
compressing with constant QPs cannot reach optimal results
for every image because many of them can be compressed
with larger QPs without violating the SMR target, which has
been explained in section 5.4. Therefore, we use predicted
SMRs to increase compression efficiency for VCM in the
following steps:

1) We choose a series of SMR thresholds to form a set
TSMR. For each threshold TSMR in TSMR, referring to
a known QP-and-average-SMR distribution DSMR =
{SMRq1 , SMRq2 , . . . , SMRqn}, we can select a QP qb
satisfying SMRqb ≥ TSMR as the baseline. If there isn’t
any QP value that can satisfy such condition, we select
the one that has the minimum |SMRqb − TSMR|.

2) We predict the SMRs of images compressed with QP =
qb, qb+1, qb+2, . . . , qn using the proposed SMR model.
The predicted SMRs are denoted as SMRpred(·).

3) We search the predicted SMRs reversely to find the first
one satisfying SMRpred(Iqb+k

) ≥ TSMR, and consider
qb+k to be the best QP to compress I0.

After that, the average bit-rates in bits per pixel (bpp)
as well as the mean actual SMRs under all SMR thresholds
are recorded, which forms multiple rate-SMR curves. The
coding performance is then evaluated by Bjøntegaard Delta
rate (BD-rate) [101], which corresponds to the average bit-
rate difference in percent for the same SMR, the lower
the better. Note that some original images may have lower
SMRs than TSMR for all QPs in the search interval. In such
case, qb is used for the compression.

7.3 Basic results
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Fig. 5. The distribution of SMR prediction errors under different QPs.

As a demonstration, we select several types of SMR to
train the proposed SMR models. More specifically, for cls,
we train two pairs of baseline and SMR difference-based
models (4 models in total) to predict SMR-top1 and SMR-
top5 using the SMR labels annotated by the v1 machine

library. For det, we train three pairs of baseline and SMR
difference-based models to predict SMR with (TIOU, TS) set
to (0.5, 0.5), (0.5, 0.75), and (0.6, 0.6) (6 models in total).
Predicting other types of SMR should be similar. The MAE
between all predicted and actual SMRs of the two targeted
tasks can be checked in TABLE 5 (3rd column) and 6 (4th
column), respectively, and the distributions of MAEs under
different QPs are presented in Fig. 5. It can be observed that
for cls, QP and SMR prediction error have an overall pos-
itive correlation, implying that larger QPs result in higher
SMR prediction errors. For det, such correlation becomes
more non-monotonic: the lowest prediction performance
is reached in the QP range of [42, 47]. The reason is that
SMRs for det are consistently low at large QPs, making
prediction easier when the models find there are huge differ-
ences between extracted representations from original and
compression versions of images. When the QP is large but
not large enough, however, the features difference becomes
more ambiguous, leading to inaccurate SMR predictions.

We then use the method described in section 7.2 to
evaluate the coding efficiency optimized with SMR. For
SMR-top5 of cls, TSMR = [0.75 : 0.05 : 0.95], which means
values range from 0.75 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05. For
other types of SMR of cls and det, TSMR = [0.6 : 0.05 : 0.95].
The resulting rate-SMR curves are shown in Fig. 6, where
”HEVC” is the compression results by constant QPs, ”GT” is
the optimized results by applying ground truth SMRs, ”Pred
Baseline” is by applying predicted SMRs from baseline
models, and ”Pred Diff-based” is by applying predicted
SMRs from SMR difference-based models. More precise and
numerical results are presented in TABLE 5 (3rd column)
and 6 (4th column).

Several conclusions can be drawn from these results: (1)
Using ground truth SMRs to determine appropriate QPs
dramatically improves coding performance for machines.
For cls, the BD-rate savings are 38.2% and 43.0% for SMR-
top1 and SMR-top5, respectively. For det, the BD-rate sav-
ings are 19.1%, 21.9%, and 20.8% for the three (TIOU, TS)
pairs, respectively. As a reference, the state-of-the-art coding
standard VVC exceeds the last-generation standard HEVC
by around 30% [104]. (2) Using predicted SMRs also in-
creases coding efficiency considerably, though not achieving
the best performance due to prediction errors, demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of the proposed SMR models. (3) SMR
difference-based models consistently outperform baseline
models by achieving lower prediction error and higher BD-
rate saving, showing its superiority in the full-reference
SMR modeling task. (4) The optimal/practical coding gains
achieved with ground truth/predicted SMR differ by tasks.
The coding gains are more remarkable for cls than det. The
main reason is that cls is an easier task than det that more
images can preserve a high SMR after heavy compression
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Hence, it is more possible to select
larger QPs during the optimization, saving more bits while
still satisfying enough number of machines. (5) Coding
gains are also influenced by different types of SMR. For cls,
the prediction of SMR-top5 is notably more accurate than
SMR-top1 under almost every QP, and thereby the coding
efficiency increasement is more significant. For det, the maxi-
mum coding gain is achieved when (TIOU, TS) = (0.5, 0.75),
though its prediction appears to be the most inaccurate one
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Fig. 6. Rate-SMR curves for all types of SMR of the two targeted tasks using ground truth SMR, predicted SMR from baseline models, and predicted
SMR from SMR difference-based models to optimize QP selection, respectively.

TABLE 5
The SMR prediction performance and coding efficiency improvements of SMR models for the image classification task on different machine library

versions, codecs, and datasets.

Dataset-Codec COCO-HEVC COCO-VVC COCO-AVS3 COCO- [102] COCO- [103] VOC-HEVC TVDI-VVC
Machine library version v1 v2 v1 v2 v1 v2 v1 v2 v1 v2 v1 v2 v1 v2

SMR-top1

MAE Baseline 0.0463 0.0454 0.0474 0.0533 0.0494 0.0549 0.1005 0.1054 0.1050 0.1091 0.0370 0.0468 0.0567 0.0610
MAE Diff-based 0.0434 0.0417 0.0451 0.0554 0.0481 0.0569 0.1061 0.1113 0.1113 0.1157 0.0450 0.0593 0.0663 0.0780
BD-rate GT -38.2 -38.1 -37.0 -37.7 -40.7 -41.7 -11.4 -10.1 -12.2 -10.9 -38.7 -39.2 -42.2 -42.7
BD-rate Pred Baseline -28.6 -30.7 -25.6 -26.5 -30.9 -32.0 -5.3 -5.1 -5.6 -5.4 -30.8 -30.7 -34.2 -34.8
BD-rate Pred Diff-based -29.8 -31.9 -26.8 -27.8 -32.1 -33.3 -6.1 -6.0 -6.3 -6.2 -33.1 -33.9 -36.4 -37.9

SMR-top5

MAE Baseline 0.0217 0.0211 0.0219 0.0385 0.0251 0.0404 0.0349 0.0368 0.0343 0.0359 0.0154 0.0355 0.0245 0.0395
MAE Diff-based 0.0197 0.0189 0.0206 0.0405 0.0236 0.0421 0.0364 0.0384 0.0352 0.0370 0.0150 0.0367 0.0242 0.0433
BD-rate GT -43.0 -42.9 -42.2 -45.9 -43.2 -48.4 -16.8 -14.4 -19.8 -18.2 -32.7 -41.7 -43.8 -49.2
BD-rate Pred Baseline -37.4 -38.0 -36.4 -39.2 -37.3 -41.6 -7.9 -6.7 -9.0 -8.8 -28.8 -36.3 -37.4 -41.5
BD-rate Pred Diff-based -38.1 -38.7 -36.9 -39.6 -37.8 -42.1 -9.5 -8.2 -10.8 -10.5 -29.1 -36.5 -37.9 -41.7

TABLE 6
The SMR prediction performance and coding efficiency improvements

of SMR models for the object detection task on different machine
library versions and codecs.

TIOU TS Codec HEVC VVC AVS3 [102] [103]

0.5 0.5

MAE Baseline 0.0442 0.0451 0.0566 0.0159 0.0149
MAE Diff-based 0.0429 0.0486 0.0583 0.0174 0.0155
BD-rate GT -19.1 -20.2 -21.8 - -
BD-rate Pred Baseline -7.8 -5.3 -7.8 - -
BD-rate Pred Diff-based -9.2 -4.5 -8.6 - -

0.5 0.75

MAE Baseline 0.0730 0.0733 0.0872 0.0629 0.0586
MAE Diff-based 0.0644 0.0763 0.0901 0.0775 0.0683
BD-rate GT -21.9 -21.9 -22.7 -14.8 -17.4
BD-rate Pred Baseline -9.2 -7.2 -7.6 -1.4 -1.2
BD-rate Pred Diff-based -9.8 -4.7 -6.7 -1.5 -2.4

0.6 0.6

MAE Baseline 0.0599 0.0632 0.0779 0.0402 0.0374
MAE Diff-based 0.0569 0.0699 0.0824 0.0473 0.0417
BD-rate GT -20.8 -20.4 -21.5 -17.6 -19.6
BD-rate Pred Baseline -7.7 -4.2 -5.2 -1.4 -3.3
BD-rate Pred Diff-based -8.3 -1.9 -4.5 -1.9 -3.1

considering all QPs. For other two types of SMR, the coding
gains are similar. The main reason is that the predictions
of SMR with (TIOU, TS) = (0.5, 0.75) are actually more
accurate under larger QPs (QP ≥ 45). In such cases, correct
predictions can bring much more bit-rate savings than ones
under lower QPs.

7.4 Generalize to more machines
As a demonstration to verify the generalizability of our SMR
models on more machines, we assess the SMR models for cls
on the v2 machine library. Since these models are trained on
v1 machine library, the additional 14 machines are unknown
to them. Experimental results are shown in TABLE 5 (4th

column). It is interesting to find that the prediction errors
are even decreased, and slightly more coding gains can be
achieved. Moreover, the difference of prediction error rate
between v1 and v2 machine library is smaller than that of
the ground truth SMRs of the two versions. Consequently,
the proposed SMR models learn robust and generalizable
representations that capture the perceptual characteristics
of general machines.

7.5 Generalize to unseen codecs

In the real world, applications may use different codecs, an
ideal SMR model should generalize well to all of them. To
verify such generalizability, we evaluate the proposed SMR
models on various codecs, including both traditional and
neural ones. For traditional codecs, we choose VVC and
AVS3 because they are two state-of-the-arts. Their reference
softwares, VTM-18.0 and HPM-15.1, are used for the com-
pression. It is worth mentioning that VTM is also used as
the inner codec in the VCM coding standard. To produce
even more differences, we increase the internal bit depth
to 10 for VVC (as a comparison, both HEVC and AVS3
are using the 8-bit compression configuration). The same
QPs for HEVC are still used for VVC because they share
the same QP ranges, whereas for AVS3, the selected QPs
become 11, 16, 21, 24, 27, 30, 32, 34, 36, 37, . . . , 63. And each
qb for the corresponding TSMR in TSMR is re-determined
for each codec. Furthermore, the evaluation is also carried
out on the test dataset annotated by the v2 machine library
for cls, which challenges the SMR prediction models even
more rigorously because they are still trained on HEVC-
compressed v1 train dataset.
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Results on VVC- and AVS3-compressed test datasets are
presented in TABLE 5 (5-8th column) and 6 (5-6th column).
Several facts can be concluded from these experiments: (1)
The MAEs of predicted and actual SMRs all increase when
solving unseen codecs for both cls and det. And the SMR
predictions become even more inaccurate on v2 machine
library for cls. However, the prediction performance remains
acceptable. (2) SMR difference-based models can no longer
always behave better than baseline models. For cls, using
SMR difference-based models to predict SMRs annotated
by the v2 machine library causes more errors than baseline
models. For det, baseline models beat SMR difference-based
models in predicting all types of SMR. The reason is that
SMR difference-based models are trained with more HEVC-
compressed images and are more familiar with HEVC dis-
tortions. (3) Using ground truth SMRs to guide QP selection
for these unseen codecs achieves impressive and compara-
ble coding gains for machines with HEVC. Using predicted
SMRs also improves the coding performance consistently
across different tasks, codecs, and machine library versions
(for cls), which proves the strong generalizability of pro-
posed SMR models. More importantly, as two of the most
recent and advanced traditional compression framework,
VVC and AVS3 significantly outperform HEVC in coding
efficiency [104], yet our SMR models can help them further
save a considerable amount of bits for machines. Therefore,
SMR can be a feasible solution for optimizing curently-
used codecs to achieve better coding efficiency and machine
vision task performance without taking the risk and cost of
replacing them.

As neural codecs are attracting more and more at-
tention nowadays, we select two representative methods
[102], [103] to further evaluate the generalizability of our
SMR models, where [102] is a well-known baseline and
[103] is the state-of-the-art. It should be mentioned that
these neural codecs have much fewer operation points for
modifying the compression quality than traditional codecs
(there are only six ”QPs” for each codec). Moreover, SMRs
are more closed among different QPs on neural codecs
(e.g. SMR-top1 ranges from 0.69 to 0.83 considering all
six QPs). Hence, we decide to select TSMR directly based
on the QP-SMR distribution of these codecs for the eval-
uation. For SMR-top1, TSMR = [0.69 : 0.84 : 0.03].
For SMR-top5, TSMR = [0.90, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98].
For det, TSMR = [0.70, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 0.98] when
(TIOU, TS) = (0.5, 0.75), TSMR = [0.80, 0.88, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98]
when (TIOU, TS) = (0.6, 0.6). We don’t evaluate coding
performance when (TIOU, TS) = (0.5, 0.5) because SMR
values are extremely closed to 0.99/1.0 at 4 of all 6 QPs,
leaving almost no space for optimization.

TABLE 5 (9-12th column) and 6 (7-8th column) presents
the prediction errors and coding efficiency increasements of
the proposed SMR models (which remain being trained on
HEVC-compressed v1 training dataset) on neural codecs.
It can be observed that the MAE increases noticeably for
cls, particularly for SMR-top1. This is because the SMR-top1
of images compressed with small QPs by neural codecs is
substantially lower than those compressed by traditional
codecs, even though their subjective quality is quite closed
to the original images, indicating that the neural codec
optimized for HVS may not be adaptive to MVS. For

det, however, the MAEs are decreased, because (i) images
compressed with small QPs have high SMRs as expected
at this time and (ii) SMR models excel in predicting SMR
for high-quality images. With regard to coding performance
improvement, for both tasks and all types of SMR, the
theoretically optimal coding gains brought by applying
ground truth SMRs are limited due to the fact that QP-SMR
distributions are more balanced. Along with the existence of
wrong SMR predictions, we can only achieve smaller coding
gains on neural codecs than traditional ones. On the other
hand, the SMR difference-based models almost outperform
baseline models in all test conditions, and SMR models still
generalize well on v2 dataset for cls. In conclusion, the
proposed SMR models have an acceptable level of gener-
alizability on neural codecs. We can expect that re-training
these models to adapt to neural codec-produced distortions
can improve their performance. Furthermore, SMR models
should benefit from more operation points for the compres-
sion as well as more imbalanced SMR distributions.

7.6 Generalize to other datasets

We also evaluate the capablity and generalizability of the
proposed SMR models on other datasets than COCO. Two
datasets are used for this experiment, which are the test2007
dataset of PASCAL VOC [105] and the TVD dataset [106].
They contain 13315 and 1098 valid object images, respec-
tively. It is worth mentioning that (i) most object categories
of VOC are also included in COCO except ”sofa”, thereby
the semantics of images on VOC and COCO differ slightly,
and (ii) TVD is a test dataset for the common test condi-
tions of the emerging MPEG VCM standard. To produce
more variables, we encode VOC with HEVC and TVD
with VVC, and we also test the models on v1- and v2-
annotated datasets separately. The SMR prediction errors
and coding gains for cls are shown in TABLE 5 (last 4
columns). According to the results, again, all SMR models
bring significant coding efficiency improvements, and SMR
difference-based models are preferred over baseline models,
which remain consistent with previous results on other
traditional codecs-encoded COCO dataset. There is only
one interesting outlier, i.e. SMR-top5 on HEVC-encoded
VOC dataset, as the optimal BD-rate savings are notice-
ably smaller than other codec-dataset combinations. This
means that the SMR distributions of two datasets can have
some differences. Nevertheless, the generalizability of the
proposed SMR models to any other data domain can be
convinced considering all performed experiments.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel concept, Satisfied Ma-
chine Ratio (SMR), for video coding for machines. SMR
statistically measures the quality of compressed images
and videos for machines by modeling general machine
perception characteristics. Targeting the image classification
and object detection task, we build two machine libraries
with up to 72 and 98 representative machine subjects to
study the general MVS behavior and create a large-scale
SMR dataset with over 27 million images to facilitate SMR
studies. Furthermore, we propose an SMR model based on
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the correlation between deep features difference and SMR,
which can predict the SMR of any compressed image. To
leverage all labeled data and improve prediction accuracy,
we propose another SMR model based on SMR difference
between a pair of images in different compression quality
levels. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed SMR models, revealing significant com-
pression performance improvements for machines. And the
SMR models generalize well to unseen machines, traditional
and neural codecs, and other datasets. We believe that SMR
enables the perceptual coding for machines and advances
VCM from specificity to generality. The idea and statistical
method of considering general machines instead of single
specific machine can also benefit other related research
areas.
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